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IMPORTANT
USE THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR THE JOB

In order to deliver professional results when you install a framed banner or a sign, you need to start the job
with the right tools. It is as simple as that...!
As you will see it is not a matter of investing, because the tools we have tested and that we are going to
show you are inexpensive.

Hammer (Ref: DBH100)
Price: $14.95
This 12-oz. double faced hammer is used for projects
that require non-marring blows. The hammer features
two different types of heads, one soft and one hard for
working on various tasks.

_______________________________________________

DO NOT USE EITHER
RUBBER MALLETS
OR STEEL HAMMERS… EVER!

________--You would have to deliver a blow which is much more
powerful than the hard nylon head hammer and could
deform or even break the PVC extrusion (TS79W/C/B)

Hammer Characteristics

Interchangeable heads make it easy to use the right
amount of striking force when doing delicate assembly
work. The plastic heads won't mark or spark, keeping
surfaces damage- and scratch-free. The hammer handle
reduces vibration on impact, allowing for more
comfortable operation.
•
Plastic heads won't mark or spark, preventing
surface damage and protecting both the product
and user
•
Convex striking surfaces minimize bounce
•
Nonslip rubber grip for comfort and durability

Cutter (Ref: CBC-100)
This cutter on the other hand is not easy to find.
Tensioning Solutions has found a supplier overseas and
especially imported it to be able to offer it to its clients.
The changeable blades are razor sharp and the cut allows
to seamlessly join pieces of TS79x.
This cutter also allows multi-angles cuts as shown on the
next picture, it is very convenient.
Where to find it: Tensioning Solutions
Reference: CBC-100
Price: $19.95
Contact: info@tensols.com Phone: 1-800-436-8242

Mini Hacksaw
Cut through copper, brass, aluminum, wood, plaster,
steel, PVC, CPVC and ABS easily with 30 teeth per inch
blade. This mini hacksaw features a heavy duty solid
handle with a knurled grip to help prevent slipping.
•
Low profile design is great for use in confined
areas
•
Heavy duty solid handle for easy grip
•
Knurled grip to help prevent slipping
•
30 teeth per inch
Where to buy it?
Home Depot, Lowes and other tools distributors
Price: $8

- $12

This mini hacksaw cuts TS79x PVC inserts like hot knife cuts butter, another must in your toolbox.

